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Abstract 
We employ techniques related to Lempp and Lerman’s “iterated trees of strategies” to directly 
measure a &-predicate and use this in showing the index set of the cuppable r.e. sets to be 
Es-complete. We also show how certain technical devices arise naturally out of the iterated-trees 
context, in particular, links arise as manifestations of a generalized notion of “stage”. 
1. Introduction 
The classification of index sets in recursion theory is an old endeavor with results 
about index sets at all levels of the arithmetical (even hyperarithmetical) hierarchy. 
Schwarz [IO] has shown that the index sets of the low, and high, r.e. sets are Cn+3- 
and ,X,+4-complete, respectively. Solovay [4] extended Schwarz’s techniques to show 
that index sets of the low<, and high,, r.e. sets are both &,,+I-complete and the 
index set of the intermediate r.e. sets is IZw+l -complete. Lempp [S] has demonstrated 
naturally occurring index sets at all levels of the hyperarithmetical hierarchy. 
However, all the above results dealing with sets in the arithmetical hierarchy at a 
level greater than four involve the relativization of a construction (dealing with sets) 
at level four or below. For example, Schwarz’s proofs involve a relativization of the 
fact that the index set of the Turing-complete r.e. sets is &-complete and Lempp’s 
proof involves the relativization of a construction of Lachlan’s dealing with C3-Boolean 
algebras and hyperhypersimple sets. 
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Below we introduce techniques to classify index sets at the Cs level without using 
any relativization. Rather, we measure directly a level-5 predicate using methods related 
to the “iterated trees of strategies” technique of Lempp and Lerman [6] and build our set 
accordingly. To demonstrate these ideas we show that the index set of the incomplete 
cuppable r.e. sets is &complete. 
Notation. For the most part our notation is standard and follows Soare [12]. In addition 
to Soare’s terminology we use e( YA, C)[s] to mean the length of agreement between 
YYA and C (defined using Lachlan’s hat trick), measured at stage s. Also, req(u) will 
denote the requirement (or more generally, the sentence) attached to the strategy U. 
The only digression from [12] is our use of fs and f[s] to denote the approximation 
to the true path at s rather than Soare’s 6[s]. We use 6 for the use function of the p.r. 
functional A, All sets are r.e. unless otherwise indicated. Partial recursive fimctionals 
will be named with capital Greek letters and their attendant use functions will be 
denoted with the corresponding lower-case Greek letter. If x is a parameter associated 
with the strategy tl then we interchangeably write x(c() and x,. The quantifiers (a.e.), 
(3”) and (3’) mean “for cofinitely many”, “there exist infinitely many distinct” and 
“there exist k distinct”, respectively. 
2. The index set Cupp 
We first define the index set 
Cupp := {e: We <,K and 3i(W; <T K and W, 8 R’i ar K)) 
and then produce a recursive function h such that 
h(y) E cupp @ 3,vx2.. .% R(x, Y>, 
for any 6-ary recursive predicate &I,. . . ,x5, y). 
We proceed in the usual way by giving a construction that builds an r.e. set IVh(,,) 
satisfying the necessary properties. Since the construction is uniform in y this param- 
eter will, henceforth, be fixed and suppressed; WQ,) will be denoted by A. In fact, 
A is built to be incomplete cuppable if y is in the Cj-set defined by the formula 
zr,vx’xz . . . 3x5 R(x, y) and nonrecursive noncuppable otherwise. We thus achieve 
Theorem 2.1. 
(G, n,)s 1 (Cw, NCupp)Y 
where NCupp := {e # Cupp: 8 cTWe cT K}. 
We begin by specifying the necessary requirements. Next we show how to measure 
the level-5 outcome of the predicate R with an (o+ 1 )-branching tree, and we distribute 
the requirements accordingly. Then we break this tree into a binary one with one step 
of a Lempp-Lerman style iteration so that we can do a priority argument. 
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3. The requirements 
The only property we will endow upon our set A will be either cuppability or noncup- 
pability (and incompleteness, nonrecursiveness). The requirements for achieving these 
properties are completely standard. The interest will lie in getting these contradictory 
sets of requirements to live together on the same tree and making sure the right set of 
requirements actually is satisfied. 
In addition to A we build auxiliary sets C,B and functionals A, r to satisfy the 
following. 
3.1. The NCupp-requirements 
We will also refer to these as the 175-requirements. For each partial recursive func- 
tional Y and r.e. set W there is a requirement to ensure that the r.e. set W is not a 
cupping partner for A. The idea is that we will try to build C and A to witness that 
A @ W is incomplete. By preserving length of agreement as best we can via A-restraint 
(while we have no control over W) we can guarantee that if our diagonalization at- 
tempts with C fail then A is actually W-recursive (via A). Hence, W will not be a 
cupping partner for A. Thus we take the I75-sentence that defines NCupp, instantiate 
C and A,and stipulate the requirement 
NY,w: ‘yABw=C -+ A W = A. 
Since the I7,-outcome may actually occur, we must break this requirement into in- 
finitely many .&-requirements. We replace N~,w with a pure measurement 
N;,w: lim sup e( !PABw, C) = 00, 
and a collection of requirements, indexed by y < w, of the form 
N;,,: %[G(Y”‘:C) > d -+ Aw(y)J =A(y)] 
The strategy for the former requirement will not take any action, but will only be 
required to give a correct outcome corresponding to the truth of the sentence NG,,. The 
latter requirement ensures that a particular argument of the partial recursive functional 
Aw is defined if the length of agreement between YAeW and C is sufficiently large. 
Intuitively the parameter d will depend on higher-priority restraint. Finally, for each 
partial recursive functional Y, there is the nonrecursiveness requirement 
@P: (~x)[W) # A(x)I. 
3.2. The Cupp-requirements 
We will also refer to these as the Z5-requirements. To ensure A E Cupp requires that 
we satisfy the Es-sentence (3B, f )[B cT K and rAea = K]. After instantiating B and 
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r we write the C3 part as the requirement 
where K is the usual halting problem. As above with N~,w, this requirement breaks 
into an infinite collection of subrequirements. For each y < o we have a requirement 
SY: rAaBwl = K(y), 
that ensures a convergent computation on a single argument. Then the IId part of the 
initial (instantiated) requirement breaks into the following infinite collection. For each 
partial recursive functional @ and X E {A, B}, there is the incompleteness requirement 
3.3. The measurements 
There are also pure measurement strategies (which take no action, but only offer an 
outcome) that collectively measure the truth or falsity of the Zs-sentence ht . . .3x5 R(x) 
from Section 2. Individually, these strategies measure the truth or falsity of certain frag- 
ments (obtained through instantiation) of the original Zs-sentence. For a strategy to 
“measure” the truth or falsity of a sentence we only mean that the (eventual) outcome 
of the strategy corresponds to the truth or falsity of this sentence. For each i, j -c o 
there is a level-3 measurement 
p(U): ~3Vx4~5R(i,j,x3,x4,x5), 
each of which breaks into a collection of &-sentences of the form 
p(i, j,k): Vx4 35 R(i,j, &,x5 ), 
where k < w. The idea here will be that, for fixed i, j, the truth of p(i, j,k) implies the 
truth of p(i, j), and if no p(i,j,k) is true then p(i,j) is false. Then the truth or falsity 
of the various p(i, j)‘s can be used to determine the truth of the original Z5-sentence 
as shown below. 
Remark. The Ieuel of a requirement, R, will refer to the number of quantifiers (i.e., 
quantifier blocks) occurring in the sentence that an R-strategy actually works with. For 
example, P$ : @x)[@(x) # C(x)] is a C3-sentence, but the diagonalization parameter 
x is dynamically instantiated, so a Pg-strategy is always working with a IIz-sentence 
in its attempts to satisfy Pi. Hence, Pi is a level-2 requirement. (The point here 
is that finite injury can absorb one quantifier.) The requirements Nl,w and S and 
the measurement p(i,j) are all level-3 since each has an infinite collection of level-2 
strategies working to satisfy (or measure) it. 
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4. Measuring with an (o+ 1 )-branching tree 
Let /i:=(~U{oo})<~ beorderedaso <A 1 <A..’ <A cc. Then define the (o+l)- 
branching tree U := Aiw. We distribute level-3 measurements on U in order to measure 
the level-5 outcome of h 1 . . .3x5 R(x). Then we distribute requirements accordingly. 
Nodes of even length will be assigned measurements and nodes of odd length will 
receive requirements. Each node will have a list of Cupp-requirements and a list of 
NCupp-requirements. The main property that this tree will have is that the leftmost 
(or any) true path will have finitely many oo-outcomes for nodes of even length 
along it if and only if the .Z5-sentence above is true. First we fix notation for lists of 
requirements. 
Definition 4.1. Let 9’ be an enumeration of the Cupp-requirements, 
{S, P$, Pi: @ is a p.r. functional}, 
in which S appears first, and let JV be an enumeration of the NCupp-requirements, 
{N&V, NP,w, QY: Y is a p.r. functional and W an r.e. set}, 
in which N;,, pp a ears before N’Y,w, for any fixed !P and W. 
Suppose that p E U is labeled with the Zs-sentence p(a,b). The finite outcomes of 
p correspond to the various C3-outcomes while cc corresponds to the J73-outcome of 
p(a,b). We will now describe how to distribute the level-3 measurements p(i,j) on U 
so that travelling down a path in the tree corresponds to a search for a Cs-witness to 
31 . . .3q R(x). At any finite stage of this search (i.e., at any node along the path) we 
either have evidence for the X5- or l75-outcome. We then place the corresponding type 
of requirement on the path. Note that the level-2 requirements have only two outcomes, 
0 and 00. The outcome cc will represent the Hz-outcome and 0 will represent the Z2- 
outcome. 
If our node p has finite outcome then we have just found a C3-witness to p(a,b), 
where a is the current guess at a Zs-witness. If we can find such Zs-witnesses for 
p(a,b+l), p(a,b+2),... then we will have shown that a is indeed a ZS-witness. Since 
this (finite) outcome yields evidence of the Cs-outcome we place a CS-requirement from 
9’,, on the tree. 
If p has the oo-outcome then there is no C3-witness for p(u,b) so we must start 
over with the next guess a+ 1 at a Cs-witness. We place a ZZs-requirement on the tree 
and delete it from p’s list JlrP. However, we also replace all Cupp-requirements back 
into 9,. Since our guess at the CS-witness has changed we also reset the parameters 
r and B that the Cs-requirements are working with (and start over with these new 
parameters on a new set of requirements below cl). In this way we achieve “cones” 
of (nodes corresponding to) finite outcomes with each node in the cone working on 
the same set of Cs-requirements. Different such cones work with different parameters 
r and B (i.e., different sets of Zs-requirements). Of course, these “cones” are not true 
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cones since they do not contain any co-nodes and are, hence, not downward closed. 
We formalize the above comments in 
Definition 4.2 (Distributing measurements and requirements). Begin by setting 
req(( )I := p(O,O), P( ) := 9, “NC ) := N, 
and for all x E (0, 1, . . . , co} set 
P(X, := 9, J$, := JV. 
Now fix a E U of length greater than zero. There are two cases. 
Case 1. Itl( is eoen. Let p-(i) c c( such that 1~1 = [a( - 2 and req(p) = p(a, b) for 
some a, b < o. Set 
req(U) := 
p(a,b+l) ifi<w, 
P(a+l,O) ifi=oo. 
Then let XE {O,l,...,oo},/?=a-(x) and set 
9p := 
9, if x < w, 
9 ifx=co, 
_Vfl := M, for all x E (0, 1,. . . , CCI}. 
Case 2. lcll is odd. Let CI =p-(i). 
req(a) := 
{ 
first R in the enumeration of 9, if i < w, 
first R in the enumeration of M, if i = CO. 
If req(a)=N$,, then set 
J-a- (0) := (Nor- {req(a)}) - {NP.w}, 
.CPX\,- (0) := 9, . 
In all other cases, with x E (0, 1, . . . , OS} if req(a) is level-3 and x E (0, co} if req(a) 
is level-2, let fi = a-x and define JV~ and 9’~ in the obvious way so that 
JV~ U 9jj := (N, U 9,) - {req(a)}. 
This ends Definition 4.2. 
It is a simple matter to see 
Lemma 4.3. We have the Es-outcome isf the leftmost true path through U contains 
only finitely many a-00 for la/ even. 
If req(p) is the level-3 sentence &a, b) and i < w then p-(i) represents the truth 
of the IZz-sentence p(a, b,i). Also, p(a, b) is logically equivalent to the (infinitary) 
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disjunction of all the p(a, b,k), k < w. Hence, 1 p(a,6), a U3-sentence whose truth 
is represented by p-(00), is equivalent to the (infinitary) conjunction of the nega- 
tion of these sentences. Similar remarks hold for the other level-3 requirements, e.g., 
req(p) = S implies p-(i) represents the truth of the &-sentence 1s’. So the outcomes 
to requirements (as opposed to measurements) on U do not have their usual meanings, 
in particular, it is not usual to have an outcome representing the failure of a require- 
ment. For now, we view requirements only as sentences that we are trying to measure 
the truth or falsity of. When we do the actual construction (on the binary tree to be 
introduced in the next section) the outcomes of requirement nodes will have their usual 
meanings. 
5. The break-up 
It is possible to deal directly with (o + 1 )-branching trees such as the U introduced 
in the previous section. This was done originally by Lerman [8] and Shore [ 111, then 
by Downey [I]. However, we will not take this approach. Rather, we will break up 
U and redistribute it into a binary tree T := (0, oo} <w in what will be a one-step 
LemppLerman [6] style iteration (to go from the level-3 tree U to the level-2 tree 
T). This will be accomplished by defining a map p from 7’ into U. The map p will 
be defined using lists and with this in mind we define the initial list which consists of 
those nodes in U that carry level-2 information. 
Definition 5.1. Let L be a recursive enumeration (of order type CO) of the nodes in 
U-{a: a=() ora=cr--(oc)} satisfying the following two conditions for every CI 
in L and every /I in U. 
(t) /? c a and /I in L =+ j3 is enumerated before a, and 
(3) j < k < 0 * B-(j) is enumerated before /Y(k). 
These conditions just say that substrings are enumerated first and that nodes “imme- 
diately to the left” are enumerated first. 
The idea is that the level-2 information on U is sufficient to determine all the 
outcomes there if we allow infinite conjunctions to determine the ZZs-outcomes. The 
outcomes 0 and 00 on T correspond to & and II2 outcomes, respectively. These 
will be used measure the level-3 outcomes on U, and hence, the level-5 outcome of 
the original Zs-sentence. The infinite conjunctions mentioned above will correspond to 
paths through T. 
We will motivate the level-3 case (i.e., case 2) in the definition below. The level-2 
case is similar. If /I E T and p(p) = p-(k) E U then we view /I as measuring the truth 
or falsity of the &-sentence associated with p’s outcome k. So /3-(m) will correspond 
to the truth of this Ii’z-sentence, i.e., will verify that k is a &-witness to p’s sentence. 
Likewise, /I-(@) corresponds to the falsity of this l72-sentence and the failure of k as 
a C3 -witness. 
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This has the following implications for nodes extending 8. Suppose that a E T and 
a _> /l-(00). If a is going to map (under p) to an extension of p then it should, in fact, 
map to an extension of p-(k) since this is exactly the information that the U2-outcome 
of p contains; if a true path goes through p then there is a true path going through 
p-(k). A complementary situation holds if a extends the O-outcome of /I. If such an 
a is going to map to an extension of p then it should map anywhere but an extension 
of p-(k) since a true path that goes through p will definitely not go through p-(k). 
The definitions below of the lists belonging to nodes extending 1 are just translations 
of these comments. 
Definition 5.2. (p : T -+ U) Begin by defining 
L( j := L and p(( )) := the least a in the enumeration of L( ). 
Now suppose /I E T and that La and p(b) h ave been defined. Let p(p) = p-(k) and 
suppose i E {o,m}. There will be two cases depending on the level of req(p). As in 
[ 121 we define B(a) := { 5 : l I a } to be the collection of nodes below a. 
Case 1. req(p) is a level-2 sentence. Set 
Lg-(i) ‘= { 
(Lb - B(p)) U B@-(O)) if i = 0, 
(LB - B(p)) UB(p-(cm)) if i = 00. 
Case 2. req(p) is a level-3 sentence. Then set 
+Q) := 1 
(Lg - {P(B))) - B(p(P)) if i = 0, 
(L/j - B(p)) u &p(B)) if i=m 
Then (for both cases) set 
p(/?- (i) ) := least a in the enumeration of Lb-(i). 
Now we use p to assign a measurement or requirement to a node a E T. Suppose 
that k is the finite outcome from which p(a) arises, i.e., p(a) is of the form p-(k) and 
suppose further that p has been assigned a .X3-sentence. The basic idea is to assign a 
the IZZ-sentence obtained by instantiating away (with k) the outer existential quantifier 
of the sentence labeling p(a)- (the predecessor of p(a) on U). If the sentence labeling 
p(a)- is IIs then a will be assigned an instantiation of the negation of this U3-sentence. 
If the sentence labeling p(a)- is already level-2 then we just assign this same sentence 
to a. 
Definition 5.3. Let p(a) = p-(j). Then set 
f ,&b,j) if req(p) = p(a,b), 
req(a) := f,k,W 
( 
if req(p) = NY,w, 
if req(p) = S, 
I reqb) otherwise. 
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The following lemma translates the conditions (t) and (3) into combinatorial prop- 
erties of the map p. As in Soare [ 121, “ < ” means “ < L or c “. 
Lemma 5.4. Fix a E T. Suppose p(a) = p-(k) for some p E U and k < CO. Zf 
i < o,v cp(a) and v-(i) < p(a) then there is a fl c a for which p(/?)=v-(i). 
Proof. This is immediate from properties (t), (3) and the definition of p. 0 
Definition 5.5. Let g and f be the leftmost true paths through U and T, respectively. 
That is, inductively define g as follows (and similarly for f ). Let n < o and let < 
be the sentence labeling g ] n. Then let r be the true sentence in {<, 7 <}. If z E & 
then it has a Cs-witness (perhaps many) and this would be a true outcome to g ] n. If 
r E IZs then the unique true outcome to g 1 n is co. The situation is similar for level-2 
sentences. In any case, define g(n) E (0, 1, . . . , co} to be the least true outcome of r. 
In the following lemmas we are only concerned with the logical-combinatorial struc- 
ture of the break-up afforded by p. We do not assume that the requirements are sat- 
isfied. For now, we think of the trees U, T simply as measuring the truth of certain 
collections of sentences. The first lemma shows that p has the properties discussed in 
motivating its definition. 
Lemma 5.6 (Combinatorics of T approximating U). Let a E T with p(a) = p-(k). 
Then 
1. Zf req(p) is a level-2 sentence we have 
(4 W 2 a-@) [ P(B) 1 P + P(B) 1 p(a)1 and 
(b) V 2 a-(m) [ P(B) 2 p(a) I, and 
2. Zf req(p) is a level-3 sentence we have 
(a) V’P 2 a-@) [ P(P) Zr p(a) 1 and 
(b) V 2 a-(m) [ P(B) 1 P + P(B) 1 p(a) I. 
Proof. In all cases the claim follows quickly from the definition of lists. We work out 
two of the cases and the other two are analogous. 
(la) If req(p) is a level-2 sentence then L a-(@) = (& - B(P)) U &p(a)). Since 
Lg 2 L,-(0) for all p > a-(m) the claim follows. 
(2b) Suppose that req(p) is a level-3 sentence. Then for all p> a-(oo) we have 
J$ G &- (CO) = (L, - B(p)) U B(p(a)). Any v E Lg such that v > p must also satisfy 
v > p(a) and the claim follows. 0 
Next we will see that the way T measures U is well-behaved in the sense that the 
image under p of the set of nodes along f (the true path through T) does not stray too 
far from g (the leftmost true path through U). It will turn out that all the information 
contained in the set of outcomes along g will also be contained in the outcomes along 
f and extraneous information carried by f that is not found on g will be finite in 
some sense. Recall that if a is a node and g a path through T then a < g means a is 
left or along g. 
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Lemma 5.7 (p maps f near to g). Let a c f and suppose that p(a) = p-(k) (so it 
must be that k < CO). Then 
(i) if p(a) < g then P c g, 
(ii.1) if p(a) cl. g and req(p) is leoel-2 then a-(m) c f, 
(ii.2) if p(a) cr g and req(p) is leoel-3 then a-(o) c f, 
(iii.1) if p(a) c g and req(p) is level-2 then a-(o) c f, 
(iii.2) if p(a) c g and req(p) is leoel-3 then a-(m) cf. 
Proof. (By induction on a c f .) Fix a c f such that the lemma holds for all PC a 
and let p(a)=p-(k). 
(i) Assume p(a) < g and p$Z g. Since p c p(a) we have p <L g. Let z =p ng. 
There will he a j < o and x E {O,l,...,oo} such that pzr-(j) <,z-(X)C g. 
By Lemma 5.4 applied to r-(j) c p(a) we get a B c a such that p(b) = z-(j). If 
req(z) is level-3 then we inductively apply (ii.2) to p(p) to get j?-(4) c f. Then 
Lemma 5.6(2a) yields p(a) 2 p(B), a contradiction. If req(z) is level-2 then we use 
(ii.1 ) and Lemma 5.6( la) in exactly the same way. 
(ii.1) Assume p(a) -cL g and that req(p) is a level-2 sentence. By (i) above, we 
know that p c g. We know that {req(p)), Treq(p)} II Cz must be false since g is left- 
most true. Since a-(m) c f represents the truth of the Hz-outcome to req(a) and f 
is true we must have a-(m) c f. 
(ii.2) Assume p(a) -cL g and that req@) is a level-3 sentence. By (i) above, we 
know that ~1 C g. First consider the case where req(p)= p(a, b). We know p(a, b,k) 
must be false since g is left-most true. Since a-(@) c f represents the falsity of 
p(a, b,k) = req(a) and f is true we must have a-(0) cf. The remaining cases 
where req(p) E 9 UN are analogous. Recall that p-(k) represents the truth of the 
Hz-sentence ySk if req(p) = S (and similarly for N~,+J and TN:,,). 
(iii. 1) and (iii.2) follow immediately from the truth of f and g. 0 
Following the lead given by Lemma 5.7 we are able to isolate components of p[f] 
(or more precisely p[{f 1 k: k < o}]), the nodes that are “immediately left” of or 
along g. 
Definition 5.8. For v E U. define 
Gv := {p-(i) <v: p c v and i < CO}, 
G := U{G,: vC g}, 
and for a E T, 
da1 := {p(B): B G a}. 
Note that p(a) E p[a], but that { g 1 k: k < w } $ G since any a- (CO) c g is not in 
G. 
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Remark. It will be unnecessary for us to do so, but we could give an even better 
picture of the image of (the set of nodes along) f. It turns out that we can define a 
finite set R, c B(v-(co) ) f or each v c g with the following property. If we set R := 
U{RY: v c g} then we can write ~[{f 1 k: k < o}] = G U R. In this way the map p 
(almost) induces a priority order on the tree U in the style of Downey [l]. (To make 
everything right we would need to add more combinatorial conditions in addition to 
(t) and (t) to ensure that the induced ordering is transitive.) 
The following lemma contains the technical work toward showing that G is contained 
in the image under p of (the nodes along) f. 
Lemma 5.9. Let a-(x) c f and denote a-(x) by a+. Then G C p[a] U La+. 
Proof. (By induction on a cf.) Make the convention that p[( )-I := 0 so that the 
conclusion to the lemma holds for IX = ( )- and let this be the base case in our induction. 
Then fix a c f, let p(a) = p-(i) and assume inductively that G C ~[a-] U 15,. 
Case 1: p(u) cL g. Then p c g by Lemma 5.7 (i) so p(a) E G. If req(p) is level- 
3 then also a+ =a-($) by Lemma 5.7(ii.2), so L,+ = (L, - {p(a)}) - &p(a)). 
Now p(a) E G together with p(a) cL g implies that B( p(a)) fl G = 0, so G n L,+ = 
(G n&J - {p(a)}. S’ mce ~[a] = p[a-] U {p(a)}, G C ~[a] UL,+ as desired. If req(p) 
is level-2 then the argument is analogous. 
Case 2: p(a) c g. Then ,U c g and if req(p) is level-3 then c(+ = K(co) by Lemma 
5.7(iii.2). Since p(a)c g we have G-Gp(a) &B(p(a))CL,+ =(L,-B(p))UB(p(a)). 
Since p[a] = p[a-]U{p(a)} it is enough to show that Gp(a, - {p(a)} G ~[a-]. To see 
this let v-(i) E Gp(a) - {p(u)} and apply Lemma 5.4. Hence, G & ~[a] U L,+. Again 
the argument for the level-2 case is symmetric. 
Case 3: p( ct) >L g. Then L,+ n G = L, n G since L, and L,+ only differ by elements 
to the right of g. 0 
Corollary 5.10. G & p[{f [ k: k < w}]. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 5.9 and the basic fact that n{&: c( c f} = 0 (which 
is true for any path, not just f). 0 
Since T is binary it is locally, i.e., at individual nodes, less complicated than U. 
However, globally it is more complicated because sentences residing at individual nodes 
in U are broken into infinitely many pieces and distributed throughout T. So in some 
sense T is easier to work with, but harder to understand. The main point of the 
preceding lemmas is that to understand what f looks like we only need to look at 
g (and some nodes that are “nearby”) which is much simpler. Consequences of this 
include the fact that the collection of requirements along f form a consistent set. Note 
first that it may happen that an instance of every requirement (i.e., for each possible Y, 
W, or @ of the opponent and each of the six (level-2) requirement types) may occur 
along f. Consistency is achieved through instantiation of our parameters A, r and B. 
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The sentences in G are instantiated so as to form a consistent set and this will turn 
out to be enough for f to have that property as well. 
Now we are in a position to show that the information along f contains the infor- 
mation along g. Note that it is the outcomes along a path that carry true information. 
Lemma 5.11 (f correctly measures g). Suppose that p c g and let 9 be the collec- 
tion of sentences 
{req(a): req(a) E Hz and a-(CO) c f} 
U {lreq(a): req(or) E ZZ2 and u-(CO) c f} 
U {req(a): req(a) E C2 and a-(m) C f} 
U {lreq(a): req(a) E & and a- C f}. 
Then F logically implies the sentence req(p). 
Proof. In fact, we will isolate the minimal (still possibly infinite) set of data along f 
with this property. First consider the case req(p) = p(a, b). 
Case 1. p-(k) c g for some k c w. By Corollary 5.10 there is an a c f such that 
p(a) =,a-&). Suppose that req(p) = p(a, b). Since p-(k) c g we know p(a, b) is true 
(i.e., k is a &-witness for p(a, b)). By Definition 5.2 we have req(a)= p(a, b,k). Then 
Lemma 5.7 (iii.2) guarantees that a-(oo) c f, so f also knows that p(a, b,k) is true. 
Since p(a, b,k) + p(a, b), the truth of req@) is already evident on f. 
Case 2. p-(m) c g. If req(p) = p(a, b) then ,K(oo) c g implies that 1 p(a, b) is 
true. Now ~-(.xX) $Z p[f], but by Lemma 5.10, {p-(i): i < o}cp[f]. For each i < 
w, define ai c f such that p(ai) = p-(i). Th en a,^(w) c f for each i by Lemma 5.7 
part (ii.2). So f knows that req(ai) = p(a, b, i) is false for each i < o. By the remarks 
after Definition 4.2 req(p) is logically equivalent to l\{Treq(ai): i < co}, so the truth 
of req(p) is evident on f. 
The remaining cases (with req(p) some Cupp- or NCupp-requirement) are essentially 
the same. q 
We remark that since f and g are true, collections of sentences such as 9 or the 
collections appearing in the lemma above are automatically consistent. 
We will prove a combinatorial lemma about T, but first give a definition to isolate 
the relevant nodes in T. The *-operator gives the top of a cone of strategies working 
on the same level-3 requirement. 
Definition 5.12 (Top of a Zeuel-3 cone). (i) If p E U and req(p) E 9’ (resp. ~4’) then 
define /A* to be the longest r C /J with req(r) = S (resp. N;,, - for the same Y and 
W if these appear in req(p), and for any Y, W if not). 
(ii) If a E T with p(a)- = v define a* to be the shortest r c a with p(r)- = v*. 
The following lemma shows that the requirements are distributed according to the 
measurements in a way that guarantees certain combinatorial configurations will not 
occur on the tree. In particular, cones of inconsistent sets of strategies cannot be 
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interleaved. This will disallow certain bad types of interactions between strategies and 
will, hence, be important in showing that strategies along f succeed. 
Lemma 5.13. Suppose a c r] c j3 c v are such that req(a) = S’,req(n) = NG,, uor some 
Y, IV), req(fl)= Pg (some @) and a=/?*. Then v* # q. 
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that v* = n. 
Claim 1. p(a)- $ p(q). 
Proof. Since req(a) =S”,we know from the way requirements are distributed on U 
that p(a)- is of the form r-(k) for some k < w (in fact, k = 0). Using Lemma 5.4 
we can find some a0 c c( such that p(a0) = p(a)-. If we had p(q) c P(Q) then we 
could apply Lemma 5.4 again to find some a1 c a0 such that p(al) = p(q). But since 
a,-, c q and p is easily seen to be injective when restricted to { 5 : 5 C_ q}, this yields 
a contradiction and the claim follows. 0 
Claim 2. P(B)- Zr P(V). 
Proof. It is immediate from v* = r,r and req(n) # req( v) that p(q)- c p(v)- . Since 
req(q) = G,, we know from the way requirements are distributed that p(q)- is 
of the form p-(00) with req(p-(oo))=NG,, and req(p) equal to some measurement 
p(a, b). Now a = fi* (with req(a) # req@)) implies p(a)- c p(b)- and that there can 
be no oc-outcome to a measurement node between p(a)- and p(B)-. If p(j)- > p(q) 
then claim 1 ensures that p(a)- c p-(00) c p(p)-, contradiction. 0 
Claim 3. P(B)- @ P(V). 
Proof. Assume otherwise for a contradiction. Since req(p(fi)-) is P$ only the out- 
comes 0 and 00 are used. Hence, we must have p(b) = p(b)--(O). Since n c /I implies 
p(q) 2 p(b), we see that p(q) > p(b)--(cQ). Use Lemma 5.4 to find a /IO c q with 
PUO) = P(B)--(O), contradicting the injectiveness of pr{ <: t 5 /? }. 0 
Claim 4. P(B)- #Lo. 
Proof. If this fails then let r = p(q)f~p(fl)-. Then p(q)>r-(k) for some k < 
o. Find ro C_ q with ~(70) = z-(k) and use Lemma 5.6 to show that p(p) > p(q), 
contradiction. 0 
Claim 5. P(B)- f, P(V). 
Proof. Assume otherwise and again let r = p(n) n p(p)- so that p(B)- 2 z-(k) for 
some k < w. Let /IO c /3 such that p(fio) = C(k). Suppose that req(r) is level- 
3. If K(0) c /I then Lemma 5.6(2a) yields the contradiction p(p) 2 p(fio) and if 
/30 (oc) c /I then Lemma 5.6 (2b) (and the fact that fi c v) gives the contradiction 
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p(v) > p(&). Similar contradictions arise if req(z) is level-2, establishing the claim 
and the lemma. Cl 
6. The modules 
To initialize a strategy u means to reset all its defined parameters. Also, if one of 
a’s assigned parameters is reset then all of a’s defined parameters associated with it 
are reset. In particular, if A, is reset (injured) then 6, is reset. 
In the full construction, the incremental time unit will be called the step (as opposed 
to substage). So a strategy will be eligible precisely at the a-steps. In the modules 
below, a has a parameter, stage(a), associated with it that will be incremented (along 
the a-steps) by the strategy control. Full details are given in the next section. 
Then if a is eligible at step t, it performs the indicated actions for stage(a)[t] = s. 
Any quantity that is a function of the stage is taken to have its value at the current 
a-step unless explicitly stated otherwise. The measurements and actions taken by each 
strategy are in Roman type, comments and explanations are in italics. 
N;,,: lim sup e( Y”@“, C) = cc 
1. Set outcome := 00 iff the current stage is a-expansionary. 
This measures (ooer the a-stages) the (X72-quantity) lim sup of the length of agree- 
ment between YAew and C. 
Niw : 3d [Q YABw,C) > d + Aw(y).l = A(y)] 
The assigned parameters are A := A,*, W := W,., Y := Yy,. and y. The de- 
fined parameters include d := d, and or(y). Recall that according to the convention 
established in Section 3, d is a level-2 parameter while A is a level-3 parameter (and, 
hence, the A-restraint imposed to protect A will be level-3). 
1. If Zl/?(req(J?) = req(a) and b* = a* and a < fi and Sr(y)l ) then 
In order to achieve truth of outcome along f, a takes action to ensure that the 
dejnition of the use ow(y) is made by a or some strategy stronger than a. It 
checks tf SW(y) has been dejned by some weaker strategy and tf it has then a 
attempts to undefine this GW(y)-dehnition. 
(a) Put dp into C for such fi, 
By putting a number into C, a forces the length of agreement to drop. The 
restraint on A will be maintained so an increase in the length of agreement 
entails a W-change below dw(y), hence, undejning this use. If such a W-change 
never occurs then a’s requirement is vacuously satisJied. 
(b) Stop. 
Now a must wait for the W-change mentioned above. The strategy stops with 
no outcome - this is the postponed state. The strategy control will set the 
next eligible strategy to be /F+-(O). 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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If A W(y)[s]J then set outcome := 0 and stop. 
Zf AW(y) (and hence SW(y)) is currently defined 
stops without doing anything. 
Otherwise, if AW(y)[s]T, then set 4 := 0. 
by a stronger strategy then a 
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Zf Aw(y) is currently undeJined then a drops its imposed restraint. 
Let SO be the last a-stage s. 
This is the last value of stage(a), but not necessarily the value of stage(a) at the 
previous a-step. 
A w(y)[s~]J then set outcome := co. 
Zf Aw(y) is currently undejined, but was defined at the last a-stage, then a will 
wait until the next a-stage before redefining this use. This action ensures truth of 
outcome in the case that A W(y)T, but infinitely often has a (false) computation. 
So the infinite outcome corresponds to the current belief in a divergent Aw(y)- 
computation, even though this computation is presently dejined. 
Otherwise, if Aw(y)[so]T, then 
(a) If d < e,. then 
Zf the length of agreement associated with a is large enough, a defines Aw(y). 
Recall that e,* is defined using the hat trick. 
i. set Aw(y) := A(y), 
ii. set SW(y) := vew(d), 
Note that the parameter d has the property needed in step 1 of this module, 
i.e., d can be used to undefine ow( y). 
iii. Set e := SW(y), 
Important: This A-restraint is imposed with priority a*, not just priority 
a. This is because injury to r$ would entail the resetting of A,. (a level-3 
parameter), hence, this restraint is referred to as being level-3. Injury to 
this restraint would constitute injury to all of the strategies (working with 
this functional) distributed in the cone below a* (of which a is one). 
iv. set outcome := 0. 
(b) 
The jinite outcome corresponds to a convergent A’%omputation. 
Otherwise, if d aSearl, then set outcome := 00. 
Zf the length of agreement never grows past d then a’s requirement is vacuously 
satisjed and A”(y) remains undejined (hence the infinite outcome). 
0. If x is not already defined, pick x big. 
1. If Y(x)1 = 0 then 
Since the level-3 A-restraint associated with stronger Nl,w-cones may grow 
unboundedly, a must be able to force an opponents A-restraint down in order 
to put numbers into A and satisfy its requirement. It does this the same way that 
an N$,w -strategy undejines A’%ses, by putting a number into C and waiting for 
the corresponding SW(y) to become undefined, hence dropping the A-restraint. 
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(a) 
@I 
(c) 
Cd) 
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Let o@):=(3Y, W,y)[req(/3) = N$,, and /?* < a < /I and S~(y>l]. 
The formula a(. ) characterizes those B that are weaker than a, but whose A- 
restraint must be respected by a, because it is imposed with priority /_I* which 
is stronger than CC 
If o(p) holds for some j? then 
i. set D := {p*: CT@)}, 
ii. set I]* := weakest strategy in D, 
iii. put dp into C if a(P) and p* = q*. 
There are only finitely many cones with a top (some fi’) that is stronger 
than a. The (level-3) A-restraint imposed by these cones (with priority of 
the corresponding j?s) is attacked (via level-2 injury) recursively by a, 
starting with the weakest (called q* in the module). When the length of 
agreement measured by u* recovers its restraint has dropped and a then 
attacks the A-restraint of the next stronger such cone. Since no strategies 
working on A: are eligible before this second length of agreement recovers, 
their A-restraint is not reestablished before the second length of agreement 
recovers. In this way, a can lower the A-restraint associated with all /!I’ in 
D simultaneously. 
iv. stop. 
Now a must wait for a Wg-change, The strategy stops with no outcome 
- this is the postponed state. 
Otherwise, if there is no such fi, then 
Once the A-restraint of the stronger cones has been forced down, the action 
of a is a straightforward nonrecursiveness trategy. 
i. set RA := max{$: j? < M}. 
All restraint a must respect, but held by strategies weaker than itself has 
been cleared. 
ii. If x > RA then put x into A and stop. 
iii. Otherwise, if x < RA, then pick a new x. 
In all cases set outcome := 0. 
The outcome of a’s strategy is not used by other strategies on the tree, so the 
finite outcome is only oflered for dejiniteness. 
2. Otherwise, if Y(x)l fails, then do nothing. 
jp”,,i 
The assigned parameters include r := rlze and B := B,.. 
0. 
1. 
If x is not already defined, pick x big. 
If @(x)1 = 0 and req(a) not previously satisfied then 
The same scheme as found in the Qlp-module is used by u to drop A-restraint and 
put numbers into A. The numbers that a puts into A are rAeB-uses that might 
later injure the (diagonalization) @-computation that a wants to preserve, rf u 
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has an arbitrary number of chances to perform this use-lifting then it will use only 
finitely many of them to force all such TABB -uses (deJined with priority lower than 
a) above its restraint, hence preserving its computation forever. It is essential that 
a be able to drop the opponent’s A-restraint to the same level arbitrarily often 
and this is exactly what the scheme (mentioned above) achieves, 
(a) Let a(/?) := (3Y, IV, y)[req(b) = NJ,+, and /I* < a c fi and Sr(y)l]. 
The explanation of o( . ) is the same as in step la of the Qp-module. 
(b) If a(b) holds for some fl then 
i. Set D := {/?*: a#)}, 
ii. Set q* := weakest strategy in D, 
iii. Put db into C if a(/?) and /3* =q*. 
Again, this action taken by a to drop A-restraint is the same as that taken 
by the Qr-strategy and is explained in that module. 
iv. Stop. 
Now a must wait for a Wg-change. The strategy stops with no outcome 
- this is the postponed state. 
(c) Otherwise, if there is no such fi, then 
i. 
ii. 
. 
111. 
iv. 
V. 
set RA :=max{$: /I < a}, 
set H:= {/I: a* = /?* and a < /? and GeB(yb) > RA}, 
This is the collection of uses that might injure a. The parameter yg is the 
“y” from #I’s requirement. Only TAeB -uses will ever enter B, hence theJirst 
condition. Since a TAeB-use is a level-2 parameter, the (level-2) priority 
tree decides tf a can injure (i.e., cause the redejnition of) /II’s parameter 
$@B(y~), hence the second condition. The third condition is needed since 
a intends to ltft y;fBB(ys) by putting it into A. 
put GBB(yp) into A for all /I E H, 
So now TABB(yb) becomes undejined. 
put x into C, 
set 9 := cpB(x). 
2. Otherwise, if @(x)1 = 0 fails, then do nothing. 
3. In all cases set outcome := 0. 
The outcome of a’s strategy is not used by other strategies on the tree. TheJinite 
outcome is ofleered only for dejiniteness. 
IP”,: 
0. If x is not already defined, pick x big. 
If @(x)1 = 0 and not previously satisfied then 
This is a straightforward iagonalization. 
(a) put x into C, 
(b) set t := cp”(x). 
Otherwise, do nothing. 
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3. In all cases set outcome := 0. 
The outcome of a’s module is not used by other strategies on the tree. The jinite 
outcome is oflered only for dejiniteness. 
I I 
1 sy : rA@B(y)l = K(y) 1 
Let a(P) := (req(j?) = req(a) and /?* = a* and a < /? and $@(y)l ). 
The formula a( . ) defines the collection of /? working to define the same computa- 
tion as a that are weaker than a and which currently have a IAeB(y) deJinition. 
Of course, there can be at most one such fl. 
If either o(B) holds for some b or r A@B(y)I # K(y) then put G@@(y) into B. 
In order to ensure that ?/ABB(y) is not infinitely often reset it must be deJined 
with the maximum possible priority, i.e., on or left of the true path. So if either 
IA@(y) has been dejmed by a strategy weaker than a or is incorrect then a 
undefines the computation (in order to redefine it). Note that a never tries to put 
a number into A. Since a acts (i.e., puts a number into B) with priority a*, a does 
not see any B-restraint (since all B-restraint is imposed by strategies below a*). 
We may view a’s action to keep IABB correct as the Cupp-requirement’s level-3 
dual to an NCupp-strategy p imposing A-restraint with priority fl*. 
If rAeB(y)l then stop. 
If a believes in this computation then it does nothing. 
Otherwise, if rAeB(y)T, then 
(a) 
(b) 
Cc) 
set rAeB(y) := K(y). 
If the most recent fleB( y) $Z A $ B then set the new deB( y) := this old ycl( y). 
This feature ensures that feB(y) will not be reset unless this parameter was 
actually enumerated. 
Otherwise, if deB(y) was never before defined or is now in A @ B, then set 
Y?~(Y) big. 
If flBB(y) was put into A by some Pz-strategy, it will now get reset bigger 
than that strategy’s restraint. 
In all cases set outcome := 0. 
The outcome of a’s module is not used by other strategies. The finite outcome is 
ofleered only for definiteness. 
p(i,j,k) : b3x5 R(i,j,kx4rx5) 
0. Initialize x := y := 0 at first a-stage. 
The following is a straightforward IIz-measurement, 
1. If R(i, j, k,x, y) then We have just found a .Zl -witness for the formula R(i, j, k,x, . ), 
so we next need to find one for R(i, j, k, x + 1, . ). 
(a) set x := x + 1, 
(b) set y := 0, 
(c) set outcome := 00. 
This is the infinite or IIz-outcome. 
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2. Otherwise 
(a) set y:=y+l, 
We continue our search for a Cl-witness to R(i, j,k,x, . ). 
(b) set outcome := 0. 
This is the $nite or &-outcome. 
7. The construction 
The construction takes place on the binary tree T defined in Section 4. The only re- 
quirements and measurements appearing on T are the level-2 ones. They are distributed 
by the map p (or more precisely p-‘) in such a way that all of the level-2 strategies 
working together on some level-3 requirement are distributed throughout a cone. For 
any strategy a in T the top of a’s cone is given by a*, and any other strategy a0 that 
is working in the same level-3 parameters as a has ai = a*. The level-2 interaction 
between any two strategies a and /I (i.e., determining who can injure whose level-2 
parameters) is determined by the priority relation of a and p on T. The level-3 interac- 
tion is determined by the priority relation of a* and p*. We comment that our approach 
was motivated by translating the pinball-machine argument appearing in Miller [9] to 
a tree. 
The construction proceeds in an o-sequence of steps. At each step t, only one 
strategy, denoted ft or f[t],will be eligible to act. Hence, steps correspond to substages 
in more usual terminology. The reason for the change in diction is that stages will 
no longer be constructed along an interval of substages. Each strategy a will have 
associated with it a counter, stage(a), so that stage(a)[t] will denote the stage a is 
in at step t. (This counter is kept by the strategy control and does not appear in a’s 
module). The collection of strategies that are ever in a particular stage will no longer 
be simply a linearly ordered set (under c), but rather a finite subtree of the priority 
tree. This situation arises because a strategy may take action at step t that alters the 
(current) truth of the outcome of some fl c a. If a has further action it wants to take 
for its current stage, it must be postponed until the truth of /3’s outcome along a is 
restored. So the next time a is eligible to act will be at some larger step, but stage(a) 
will not have increased. The stage s (viewed as a collection of strategies) is a finite 
tree rather than a just a linearly ordered set because it is trying to approximate a single 
action that would occur on the next higher level tree. 
The strategies that might be postponed are those with requirements of the form 
‘G,W~ QY, or Pg since these are the strategies that inflict level-2 injury for the sake of 
lowering an opponent’s level-3 restraint. If such a strategy a is below the oo-outcome 
of some rl* (measuring the lim sup of some length of agreement) and a puts a number 
into C that lowers q*‘s measured length of agreement then a’s guess about r_r* is no 
longer correct and the approximation to the true path should not extend a at the next 
step. While a waits for q*‘s length of agreement to recover we say a is postponed. 
If a becomes eligible and is not postponed then a takes action toward the satisfaction 
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of its requirement and defines a temporary outcome. We establish terminology for the 
two notions with the following: 
Definition 7.1. If a E T then we say 
(i) a is postponed if req(a) is of the form Ni w, Qy, or P”@ and a’s module stops 
in state lb. (More specifically, state lb(iv) for Qk and P”,.) 
(ii) a has acted for stage s if there has been some step k for which a was eligible, 
s = stage(a)[k] and a was not postponed at step k. 
The point of the second part of the preceding definition is that there will be steps 
k at which a is not postponed, but a has already acted for stage(a)[k]. In this case, 
a is officially eligible, but will be prevented from performing any action. We must 
prevent a’s outcome from changing because there is some postponed strategy below 
a that needs to act first. It is as if there were a link over a down to this postponed 
strategy. Our terminology for this situation is given by 
D&&ion 7.2. If a has already acted for stage(a)[k], we say that a is dormant at step 
k (so a is as in step 1 of the construction below). 
In the usual situation stage s is ended when there are s linearly ordered strategies that 
have been eligible at the substages of stage s. The first part of following definition is 
a direct generalization of this notion to our more general situation where the collection 
of strategies (ever) in stage s form a finite subtree of T and may not be linearly 
ordered. The second part gives the condition for a strategy a to be ready to have its 
stage counter incremented. Note that this also is a direct generalization of the usual 
situation as described above. 
Definition 7.3. Let a E T. Then we say that 
(i) stage s has been completed below a at step t by fi if /?> a, IflI = s = 
stage(fl)[t] = stage(a)[t] and /3 is not postponed at t. 
(ii) a is in no stage at step t if either stage(a) is not defined at step t or if stage(a)[t] 
has been completed below a. 
Even though it is unnecessary, we could have defined a notion of “genuine a-step” 
for when a is eligible and not postponed or dormant, and hence, allowed to act. We 
proceed with a formal description of the construction. 
Construction 
Step 0: fa = ( ) and stage(fa)[O] = 0. 
Step k > 0: Let a = fk and let s = stage(a)[k]. Then carry out the following. 
1. If a haa already acted for stage s then a does nothing. Let x E (8, co, 0, 1, . . .} be 
a’s outcome at stage s. Define the next eligible strategy to be fk+l = a-(x). 
Such a strategy is called dormant. Note that a dormant strategy offers its old 
outcome, in contrast to a postponed strategy which ofers no outcome at all. 
2. Otherwise, let a act according to its module. Then: 
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(a) If a is postponed then 
i. Initialize all /? that were injured by a’s action at step k, i.e., those /3 for which 
a put dg into C at step k, and initialize all strategies weaker than such B. 
We cannot initialize all /_I > a since there will be some a that are postponed 
infznitely often (see Lemma 8.17). 
ii. Let rl* c a be the unique strategy for which a put some number < dg into 
C at step k, for some /I with p* = q*. Then let the next eligible strategy be 
fk+l := n*-(o). 
The action taken by a has changed n*‘s current outcome from 0;) to 0, 
hence, the approximation to the true path should now extend the jnite 
outcome of n*. 
(b) If a is not postponed then 
Now possible A-restraint imposed on a has been lowered and a may take 
action for the satisfaction of its requirement. 
i. If a enumerated a number then initialize all #I > a. 
Here we can initialize all weaker /I since no strategy will act for its re- 
quirement more than finitely often. 
ii. A. If s has been completed below a (necessarily by a) then set fk+l G a to 
be the c -least strategy in no stage. 
This must be defined since a is in no stage. 
B. If s has not been completed below a so that a is (still) in stage S, let 
x E (0, co} be the outcome of a at stage s and set fk+l := a-(x). 
Note that in each of the steps 2a(ii), 2b(i) and 2b(ii), if /I c a is the longest 
strategy that has correct outcome (at this step k) and is in some stage, and if its 
outcome for stage( fl)[k] is o E (0, o;)}, then the next eligible strategy will be given 
by fk+l = /3-(o). In the standard situation (but not here) this p will always be 
( ). Below we update a strategy’s stage counter by letting the strategy inherit the 
stage of its predecessor. 
Now, let fi = fkfl and define stage(/I)[k + l] as follows. If p is in no stage then 
define 
s%WO[k + ll := 
swsW[kl + 1 if P = ( ), 
stage(B- )[k] otherwise. 
Otherwise, if fl is in stage s, i.e., stage@)[k] = s is defined, but not completed below 
/3, then we set 
stage@)[k + l] := s. 
This ends the description of the construction. 
8. The verification 
The lemmas below comprise a simultaneous induction on Ial for a E T. The first 
three lemmas concern our notion of “stage”. Lemma 8.2 and Corollary 8.3 show how a 
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concept of “link” arises from this generalized notion of “stage” without being explicitly 
defined. 
Lemma 8.1 (Shorter strategies have larger stages). For every a, every j3 c a and every 
step t, we have the following. 
(i) zys < t then stage(a)[s] 6 stage(a)[t], 
(ii) if stage(a)[t] is defined then stage(p) is defined and 
(iii) if stage(a)[t] is dejned then Ial 6 stage(a)[t] < stage(jI)[t]. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that any a # ( ) inherits its next stage 
from its predecessor a-. 0 
Lemma 8.2 (Strategies ‘just above’ are dormant during postponement). Let a c f 
and suppose that no strategy left of a is eligible after the a-step to. Suppose further 
that a is postponed at to. Let q* be the unique strategy for which a puts some d, 
into C at to and let tl be the next a-step after to. Then all 5 with q*-(CO) & l c a 
are dormant between to and tl. 
Proof. For a contradiction, assume that u, to < u < tl, is the least step at which some 
strategy 5, q*‘-(oo) c 5 c a, is eligible, but not dormant. 
First of all, note that 5 could not have been postponed at step to since the eligible 
strategy never extends a postponed one. So C; must have acted for stage(<)[to]. Hence, 
stage(r)[u] > stage(t)[to] and c enters this new stage at step u. So the only way for 
4 to enter the new stage u is for stage(t)[to] to have been completed below r at step 
u (see Definition 7.3). 
Suppose that this actually occurred at step v,i.e., v is the least step such that stage(r) 
[to] has been completed below 5 at u. Clearly, fv > 5, so fU is comparable (under c ) 
with a because v was chosen less than u (so we have to < v -c u < tl ). Now, 
fv _> a contradicts v < tl, the next a-step, so fU c a. But If01 = stage(r)[u] since this 
is the condition for completing stage(r)[u] at step v. Then Lemma 8.1 ensures that 
stage(<)[v] 2 stage(l)[t,J 2 /aI, giving ) f”\ 2 JaJ and the desired contradiction. 0 
Corollary 8.3 (Strategies “just to the right” are ineligible during postponement). Sup- 
pose that a c f and that no strategy left of a is eligible after the a-step to. Suppose 
further that a is postponed at to, Let q* be the unique strategy for which a puts 
some d, into C at to and let tl be the next a-step after to. Then no r 2 q*-(00) with 
r >,a is eligible to act between to and tl. 
Proof. Use Lemma 8.2 to see that if u is the first step after to at which q*-(00) is 
eligible then f I C a for all t, u < t d tl. 0 
The following lemmas are mostly straightforward in their intent, i.e., to show various 
parameters come to a limit and that requirements are satisfied. The two places that 
warrant further comment, namely Definition 8.10 and Lemma 8.17, receive it there. 
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Lemma 8.4 (Injury to A is finite). Let u = a* c f be such that req(cr) = N;,, fir 
some Y and W. Then A, is reset at most finitely often. 
Proof. The usual finite injury situation inductively applying Lemmas 8.17 and 8.19 
inductively on those fl c LY. 0 
The two following lemmas are really two versions of the same fact; one for req(a) = 
Pg (and Qv) and the other for Ni,,. They show the success of the scheme in which 
a strategy inflicts level-2 injury in order to lower the level-3 restraint of an opponent. 
Lemma 8.5 (A-restraint drops during postponement). Let a c f with req(cr) = Pg (or 
QY) and that to is an a-step large enough so that no strategy left of a is eligible after 
to and so that Ag has settled down for those /? c LY. (Such a to exists by inductively 
applying Lemma 8.4 to those fl= /I* c a. ) Suppose further that a is postponed at to. 
Let n* be the unique strategy for which a puts some d, into C at to, let u be the 
next step at which n*-(CO) is eligible and let tl be the next a-step after to. Then we 
are ensured that 
{t!R /I* = n* and /I > a and o,[t,]J} = 0. 
Proof. For a to become eligible again at tl means that e,* must have recovered. This 
recovery of e,* must have entailed a W-change below t,@@W(d,t)[tO] since A, is not 
injured, i.e., all of the A-restraint protecting A%omputations is respected. Since S,[to] 
is defined to be this Y’@%se we must have Sr[u]t. By Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3, 6: is 
not redefined before tl, so dr[tl]t. Also, by Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3 no new A%ses are 
defined before tl and the lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 8.6 (A%ses are undefined during postponement). Suppose o! c f and that 
req(a) = $,w (for some Y, W, and y) and that to is an a-step large enough so that 
no strategy left of a is eligible after to and so that A, has settled down. Suppose 
further that a is postponed at to. Let u be the next step at which yl*-(00) is eligible 
and let tl be the next a-step after to. Then we are ensured that 
{B: req(/3) = req(a) and /3* = n* and /? > a and o,[t,]l} = 0. 
Proof. By construction, a only puts dB into C at step to if /3 is in the above set 
at to. The proof that B’s A%se becomes undefined before tl proceeds exactly as in 
Lemma8.5. II 
Now we can show that a strategy on the true path will not be permanently prevented 
from acting for its requirement for the sake of needing to reset (level-2) parameters of 
weaker strategies. 
Lemma 8.7 (Postponement is not permanent). Suppose that u c f. Then there are 
infinitely many u-steps at which a is not postponed. 
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In fact, we can bound the number of consectutive a-steps for which c1 can be post- 
poned by the number of q*‘s above a. 
Proof of Lemma 8.7. Let to be an a-step beyond which no strategy left of a acts. 
Let to < tl < t2 < . . . be the sequence of a-steps following to. Inductively apply 
Lemmas 8.2 and 8.5 in the following way. 
At to, a puts some d,, into C for some $ c a. By Lemma 8.2 no strategy /.I such that 
$-(00) G fi c a changes its outcome before tl . Now at tl , a may again be postponed, 
but by Lemma 8.5 it must be for the sake of (level-2) injury to some ~1 with $ $qi. 
So the above process is repeated, but only finitely many times since there are only 
finitely many q* c a. Hence, a will not be postponed at some ti (where i is such that 
0 < i<]{q*: ~*ca}J). 0 
We now define the true path and remark that it is infinite due to the preceeding 
lemmas. 
Definition 8.8. Define the true path f inductively as follows. First f 1 0 := ( ). Then, 
given a = f 1 n, set f(n) := lim inf, f [s], where the lim inf is taken over all a-steps. 
Corollary 8.9. 1 f 1 = CO. 
In the following lemmas the configuration of the strategies on the priority tree will 
play a role. The relevant combinatorial condition is given by 
Definition 8.10. If req(J?)= Pg and req(q)=N$+,, we say that condition (*) holds if 
(*) -(P’cq*cP < V). 
By Lemma 5.13 this condition is satisfied if /? c v]. 
Lemma 8.11 (Injury to d is finite). Let a c f be such that req(a) = iV$,, for some 
Y’, W and y. Then lim, d,[s] < oc exists. 
Proof. The only time d, is reset is when d,, w is reset or when some ,!I < a puts d, 
into C. By Lemma 8.4 the first will happen at most finitely often. We now show the 
second can occur at most finitely often. Fix such a /I < a. Since a c f we may as 
well assume that B c a. 
If req(/3) = Qp for some @ then inductively apply Lemma 8.19 to see this can 
occur at most finitely often. 
If req(/?) = Pg for some @ then a* < /? since otherwise /3 would injure dz rather 
than d,. Since a* c a we have a* c j? c a. By Lemma 5.13 we have a* C /?* c /3 c a. 
Then Lemma 8.16 applied inductively to those p c a yields the usual finite injury 
situation. 
If req(8) = N$,w for some Y, W and y, then req(p) = req(a) and /I* = a* (by 
construction). But we know from the way the requirements are distributed that such a, 
j3 would only be assigned the same requirement if #I <r a. 0 
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Lemma 8.12 (N$,# is satisfied). Let UC f be such that req(a) = N$,+, for some 
Y,W and y. Then req(a) is satisjied. 
Proof. Choose SO to be the least a-step such that 
(i) VS>SO (_fsf,a), 
(ii) A: and d, have settled down (using Lemmas 8.4 and 8.1 l), 
(iii) A( y)[ss] = A(y) and 
(iv) a is not postponed at so (using Lemma 8.6). 
Let dW := dW[so] = Ar[t] for all t2so and d := d,[so] = lim,d,[s]. Recall that 
e,. [t] is the let&h of agreement that a* measures between Yt@h and C at t. 
If lim inf, e,. [s] < d then req(a) is vacuously satisfied so choose SO so that, in 
addition to (i)-(iv) above, it satisfies 
(v) d,. [t] > d,for all t 2 SO. 
If also A W(y)[so]f then choose SO so that it also satisfies the condition 
(vi) Aw(y)[si]t,where si is the a-step before SO. 
Here we can take SO to be the next a-step if necessary. 
Then either A@‘(y) is already defined or, by (iv)(vi) and a’s module, it becomes 
defined at SO. So AW(y)[so]l and SW(y)[so] = Sr(y)[ss] for some b<a. This compu- 
tation must be correct at step SO since it was defined that way and would have been 
reset if it ever became incorrect. 
By (v), and the fact that e,* was defined using the hat trick, this computation is 
never destroyed by a W-change and by (ii) it is never reset by injury to Aw or as a 
consequence of dg entering C. By (ii) the computation could not have been defined 
before (iii) holds since then A w would have been reset. By (iii) the computation 
remains correct forever. 0 
Lemma 8.13 (Ng,w has correct outcome). Let a c f have req(a) = N$,, fir some 
Y, W, and y. Then the outcome of a along f is correct, i,e., a-(oo) C f i$” A W( y)l. 
Proof. If A w( y)J then let SO be large enough to witness this fact. Then both the value 
and use have come to a limit and it is immediate from CL’S module that its outcome 
will always be “0” after SO. 
If A W(y)t then let SO, SI,. . . enumerate the a-steps. By Lemma 8.7 this has an infinite 
subsequence to, tl,. . . consisting of the a-steps for which a is not postponed. If there 
are infinitely many i such that A W(y)[tj]t then we are done since a’s outcome at each 
of these steps will be ‘co’. 
So assume that all but finitely many of the tj satisfy Aw(y)[tj]l. Hence, there are 
infinitely many i for which S,W(y)[tj]J # Sy(y)[tj+l] and S,W(y)[tj+l] is undefined at 
the beginning of step tj+l. But then, by construction (and here we really use the fact 
that the strategy looks at the last a-stage and not the last a-step), a does not redefine 
6:(y) at tj+l and has outcome “co”, contradiction. 0 
Lemma 8.14 (A-restraint from Ni,+, is finite). Let /_? = a-(x) c f with req(a) = Ni,+, 
for some Y, W and y, and let SF denote the /&stages. Then limsESp e[s] < cc exists. 
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Proof. If fl = a-(oo) then by construction we must have e[t] = 0 for all t f S@, so 
a’s A-restraint clearly achieves a finite limit. 
If fi=a-(4) then Lemma 8.13 guarantees that AW(y)l. Choose SO such that for 
all t>so, V(y)[t] = SW(y). Then SW(y) is of the form S:(y) for some q<a. So 
lim,,ss e PI is either SW(y) or zero, depending on whether a or some stronger tt 
defines SW(y). 0 
Recall that Rb;’ := max 6 : /I < a 
> 
is the total A-restraint imposed on a. 
Lemma 8.15 (RA comes to a finite limit). Let ac f haue req(a) = Pi. Let Va be 
the set of a-steps at which a is not postponed. Then 
exists. 
Proof. At such a step s, Rt[s] becomes defined because a is not postponed and will 
be the maximum of Ro U RI, where 
Ro[s] := {I$[s]: req(fi) = P$ and /? < IX}, 
Rl[s] := {r$[s]: req(& = Ng,, and /I < a}. 
Inductively applying Lemma 8.18 to those /? c a, and using the fact that a c f so 
strategies left of a are eligible at most finitely often, we see that lirnsEvE Ro[s] is finite. 
Inductively applying Lemma 8.14 in the same way shows that limsEYti R,[s] is also 
finite and the lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 8.16 (If condition (*) holds then Pg-injury to Ni,w is finite). Suppose that 
q* c a* c CI c f and a < q where req(a) = Pz and req(q) = Ni,,. Then a puts d, 
into C at most finitely often. 
Proof. Let SO be an a-step large enough so that 
0) Vs2s0(fs f,a), 
(ii) R := limsEYZ Rt[s] (which exists by Lemma 8.15), 
(iii) if y;f’@(y)<R then K(y)[so] = K(y), 
(iv) if /I < a, /I* = a* and req(fl) = SJ’ then K(y)[so] = K(y). 
Let st aso be an a-step at which a puts d, into C. We want to show that a will 
be finitary in this case, i.e., that it will satisfy its requirement at some finite step and 
never act again. 
First, we know from a’s module that @(x)[sr]J = 0. Using Lemma 8.6, let s2 > sr 
be the next a-step at which a is not postponed. We want to show that no number enters 
B and destroys a’s computation @(x)[sr] before ~2. The only numbers that ever enter B 
are of the form seB(y),where /I* = a*. Also, the only strategy that would put r;feB(y) 
into B would be fl (in order to correct fA@s) or some fi0 < fl with req(/?a) = req( fl) 
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(in order to keep P-use definitions left of or on the true path). By (i) no /I < ,a puts 
any number into B after si and certainly no fl> a gets to put numbers into B before 
s2 because it would not be eligible. Since /I* = a* we have n*-(cc) C fl so we can 
apply Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3. By Lemma 8.3 those /I such that q*-(co) C fi >,a are not 
eligible before s2 and by Lemma 8.2 those /I such that q*-(co) c j? c a are dormant. 
So none of these p’s puts any number into B and, hence, @(x)[sz] survives until ~2. 
Now we will complete the lemma by showing that a’s computation, in fact, survives 
forever. Once a is not postponed the strategies above CI need no longer be dormant. 
But, by (iii) and (iv) the only P-uses that might yet injure a’s computation after s2 
are in the set 
{ya : R < Y,V <(pE(x)[s~l and B > a}. 
Recall that HJsz] := {/I : a* = fi* and a < /I and $@‘(y~)[s2] > R”[sz]}. By (ii) 
the set above is contained in H,[s~], so a lifts these uses above cpB(x)[s2] and, hence, 
this computation can never be destroyed after ~2. Then limsx,[s] = x&2] E A (by 
construction at step SZ), req(a) is satisfied and a never acts again. 0 
In the next lemma we show that a Pg-strategy a has only finitary effect on A. 
However, such a strategy need not be hnitary, i.e., it may infinitely often put numbers 
into C. The situation may arise that a keeps trying to lower the A-restraint of some 
q > a (necessarily v]* < a), but a* always destroys a’s computation before this restraint 
is lowered. In this way a will satisfy its requirement through divergence. This situation 
is not prevented by Lemma 5.13 since q need not extend a. 
Lemma 8.17 (Pg is satisfied and is finitary on A). Let a c f have req(a) = Pg. Then 
req(a) is satisfied, a puts at most finitely many elements into A and a imposes only 
finitely much restraint. 
Proof. Let (i)-(iv) be the same conditions on SO as in Lemma 8.16. A simple induction 
shows that if s1 aso and x[si] E A[sl] then si must satisfy 
(v) @Tanll = 0 
and a will never be injured (reset) after ~1, so we are done. Hence, we may assume 
x[sl] $! A[sl] for all si aso. 
Then the same induction shows that if s1 >SO satisfies (v) and a is not postponed at 
s1 then a acts to preserve its requirement and never acts again (as in Lemma 8.16). 
The point is that such a step may not exist. It may be that a is postponed because it 
has inflicted (level-2) injury on d, for some r,r > a, a* c q*. Then we can no longer 
appeal to Lemma 8.3 to ensure no yT enters B for some z >,a. It may be that a’s 
computation is destroyed infinitely often this way and that a may injure d, infinitely 
often as a consequence. However, we will show that the desired conclusions will still 
hold for such a. 
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So we may assume there are infinitely many a-steps so = to < ti < . . . satisfying 
(i)-(v), that n[ti] $ A[ti] for each i and that a is postponed at each ti. For each i let 
Ui > ti be the least a-step after t; at which a is no longer postponed. Then we may 
assume that the computation @(x[ti])l = 0 is destroyed by step u;. But, since a does 
not impose any restraint between ti and tli, the destruction of this computation does 
not constitute injury to a. Hence, a is not reset and x[ti] = x[ui]. Inductively we see 
that x := x[sz] = lim,x[s] 6 A, that a’s requirement is satisfied through divergence and 
a never puts a number into A or imposes restraint after ~2. 0 
Lemma 8.18 (P”, is satisfied and finitary). Let a c f be such that req(a) = PG. Then 
req(a) is satisfied and a acts at most finitely often. 
Proof. The only action taken by a is to impose A-restraint and enumerate numbers 
into C. Inductively applying Lemmas 8.17 and 8.19 we see this restraint is eventually 
respected. Cl 
Lemma 8.19 (Qy is satisfied and finitary). Let a c f such that req(a) = Qtr. Then 
req(a) is satisfied and a acts at most jiniteiy often. 
Proof. This would be a simple diagonalization but for the mechanism used in dropping 
a higher priority strategy’s A-restraint. However, the proof that a’s strategy succeeds 
is exactly like that in Lemma 8.17. Cl 
Lemma 8.20 (P’ is satisfied). Let a c f be such that req(a) = SY. We then have 
lim, y@@( y)[s] < 00, exists and rAes (y) = K(y). Hence, req(a) is sutisjed and a 
acts at most finitely often. 
Proof. Let SO be an a-step large enough so that no strategy left of a acts after SO and 
K(y)[so] = K(y). If rA@B(y)[so]t hen a will define this computation at SO. Otherwise, 
this computation is already defined with a use of the form $‘B(y)[so - 11. 
Regardless of what fl is, if rA@B(y)[s~]J # K( y)[ss] then a will put the use 
$@B(y)[s~ - l] into B and redefine the computation with a use of the form deB. 
This action is taken also if the computation is correct, but fl > a. In any case, 
rA@B(y)[ss]l = K(y)[ss] with current use y@B(y)[s~] equal to $‘B(y)[s~] for some 
fiGa. Fix this #?. 
The only way for fcBB( y) to change after SO is if some z < f@B(y)[s~] enters 
A @ B. Now a will not reset feB(y) after SO in order to correct the computation 
because K(y)[so] is correct. Also, no strategy c > a will ever lift ?~‘@~(y) as long 
as it is defined to be rj’BeB(y) since /3 < 6. So the only other way for fl@B(y)[s~] 
( = $‘B(y)[s~]) to enter A $ B is through (level-2) injury from some /?o c p with 
req@o) = Pi for some @. By Lemma 8.17 this happens at most finitely often. Finally, 
if some z < y”@B(y)[s~] enters A ~3 B then rAeB(y) becomes undefined, but the use 
is reset to the old value, so there can be such a z at most finitely often. 0 
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